PETITION
CHANGE PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A BUILDING AT 500 HARVARD STREET
NOVEMBER 3, 2020
We oppose construction of a building proposed by The Danesh Group at 500 Harvard Street,
also known among residents of our neighborhood as The Dark Tower in reference to the
Dark Tower of Mordor, the evil realm, in J.R.R. Tolkien’s trilogy about hobbits and the battle
between the good and the invading evil (i.e. the unbridled industrialization destroying the
environment in the United Kingdom). Remember, The Dark Tower in Mordor was very tall, it
was dark, and had an evil eye watching over all of Mordor and that could also look into the
neighboring countries. In the same way, the proposed Dark Tower in Brookline is very tall, it
is dark, and strangers, who would live on its top floors, would have a direct line of sight into
the yards of houses on Kendall, Verndale, Russell, and Columbia Streets.
We believe that the building should not exceed the height of the buildings that it would be
next to. They are three stories high. We oppose the construction of the building in its current
form, for the following reasons:
1. The Giant Eye Sore Benchmarked Against Buildings in Other Towns
a. Wrong Benchmark: The building should match the height of buildings in Brookline
and not of buildings in Allston and Brighton as The Danesh Group’s architect has
stated. All neighboring buildings in Brookline are just 3 stories high. With its 5
residential floors and one high commercial floor (almost 7 floors high), The Dark
Tower would be more than twice the height of the neighboring buildings. To fit into
the neighborhood, the new building should not exceed 3 residential floors, or 1
business floor and 2 residential floors.
b. Overwhelming the Neighborhood: The developers propose to build The Dark
Tower with 30 residential units on the corner of Kenwood Street that has only 23
houses. The addition of the building would more than double the street’s
population.
2. The Talk About Six Subsidized Units Disguises The Dark Tower’s Negative
Impact on the Neighborhood
a. False Charity: While the developers and their lawyers talk a lot about how much
The Dark Tower would benefit the inhabitants of six units that would be rented out
at the subsidized prices, they do not care about the interests of vulnerable people,
who have lived in the neighboring buildings for decades. For example, the
developers are absolutely fine building The Dark Tower just inches away from the
514/516 Harvard Street and completely sealing sunshine in the apartment of an
elderly lady, who lived there for 35 years. By the way, we do not even know

whether the subsidized units would be more affordable than similar “unsubsidized”
units in Allston, just steps away from The Dark Tower.
b. Dramatic Worsening of Parking Situation: During most days, almost all parking
spots on Kenwood, Russell, Verndale, and Columbia Streets are already taken by
visitors. The extra vehicles drawn to the neighborhood by The Dark Tower (i.e.
people servicing it, its contractors, guests, etc.) would make the situation even
more difficult.
c. Noise Pollution: The developers do not care that The Dark Tower, which is likely
to attract young renters, would create noise pollution for people who live in the
neighborhood. The Dark Tower is similar to The Dexter Park complex, another
building focused on rentals for students, a development notorious for its noise and
partying. Unlike The Dexter Park, The Dark Tower would not have a
superintendent on duty 24/7. To decrease the probability of confrontation between
The Dark Tower’s renters and police and not to draw resources of police, should
we call the developers to investigate every case of loud music blaring from the
building?
d. No Privacy Any Longer: A number of houses on Kenwood, Verndale, Russell,
and even Columbia Streets would lose privacy if The Dark Tower is built. Like the
red evil eye on the top of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Dark Tower, residents of the top floors
of proposed Brookline’s Dark Tower would have a direct line of sight in the yards
of these houses. It is especially concerning for families with children. Most people
do not like to be seen or watched by total strangers when they spend time in the
privacy of their yards.
3. The New Building Would Increase the Danger of Accidents Around It
a. Increased Danger of Head-to-Head Collision on Harvard Street: One parking
spot for service vehicles on Harvard Street in front of the building would not be
enough when multiple service vehicles would park there. The idea to go out on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights, for example, would not be unique just to
one resident of the building. It is very likely that multiple residents of the 30-unit
building, most of whom would not own cars, would call for Uber or Lyft at roughly
the same time (as it happens in front of newly-constructed buildings at 60 Brainerd
Road and 69 Brainerd Road, another rather narrow street with one lane in each
direction). It is important to note that to pass double-parked vehicles on Harvard
Street and Brainerd Road, drivers have to drive in the lane assigned to vehicles
traveling in the opposite direction, thus increasing the risk of the head-to-head
collision. On both Harvard Street and Brainerd Road, there is no other lane for
vehicles traveling in the same direction that drivers could take to pass the doubleparked vehicles.
When Uber or Lyft vehicles (let’s say even three or four) double park in the
southbound lane in front of The Dark Tower on Harvard Street as they do on
Brainerd Road, vehicles riding to Coolidge Corner would have to do it in the lane

assigned for vehicles traveling in the opposite direction, thus causing the danger
of the head-to-head collision. This danger is higher on Harvard Street than on
Brainerd Road because the traffic on the latter does not include buses and is
randomly used by emergency vehicles such as firefighter, EMT, and police cars
and trucks.
b. Reduced Visibility during Right Turn to Kenwood Street: The new building
would increase the danger of a vehicular accident on Kenwood Street by reducing
visibility for vehicles turning right from Harvard Street to Kenwood Street.
c. Vehicles Illegally Backing out of Kenwood Street to Harvard Street: This
danger would be even higher because some service vehicles are likely to try to
back out of Kenwood Street (5-10 yards) instead of traveling for 0.4-0.5 miles on
Kenwood, Verndale, Russell, and Columbia Streets to get back to Harvard Street.
Vehicles parked in the garage of The Dark Tower, or servicing it, are likely to drive
back from Kenwood Street to Harvard Street. THE DEVELOPERS’ OWN
DRAWING ON PAGE 1 of THE COMPREHENSIVE PERMIT APPLICATION
showing a vehicle traveling from Kenwood Street to Harvard Street in the wrong
direction demonstrates this safety problem.
d. Increased Traffic Around the Coolidge Park, a Magnet for Kids, Would
Increase Risk of Accidents: The building would increase traffic (traveling in the
right and wrong directions) to and from the Coolidge Park. Every day, many
children, some with adults and some without adults, travel to the park from the
adjacent streets and other parts of Brookline, as well as from Allston, Brighton,
Boston, and Newton. Even now, the majority of drivers who speed on Kenwood,
Verndale, Russell, and Columbia streets are not residents of these streets. The
residents tend not to speed and not to travel in the wrong direction in front of their
and their neighbors’ houses. The Dark Tower would bring extra drivers who would
service the building and travel around the park at high speeds (i.e. construction,
food delivery, UPS, Amazon, and other trucks). WE CANNOT COMPROMISE
THE SAFETY OF OUR CHILDREN!
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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